SUMMARY Twenty confirmed cases of childhood neuroblastoma diagnosed over six years were reviewed and classified according to the subtyping proposed by Shimada et al. The tumours were stained using a silver colloid method for nucleolar organiser regions (NORs), and the mean number of NORs for every 200 cells was calculated. The correlation between the mean number of NORs and histology and survival was studied. There was a significant correlation between the mean numbers of NORs and differentiation, and with the mitosis-karyorrhexis index (MKI) in the stroma poor group (p = 0 01-0-001). A trend to increased survival with decreased numbers ofNORs was observed in the study group as a whole (rank order ofcorrelation = -057, p = 0 05-0 02). It is suggested that mean number of NORs is of prognostic value in neuroblastomas.
Shimada et al devised a classification based on the degree of differentiation, which they found to be of prognostic value.3 This is a modification of Beckwith and Martin's grading system which has been used when relating histological differentiation to prognosis, but which places greater emphasis on the degree of stromal development and also quantifies the mitoses and karyorrhectic cells as an index.
We used this histological classification system' to study the correlation between tumour differentiation and nucleolar organiser regions (NORs) 1 10 Kd for C23 protein). An 80 Kd molecule has also been recently described. The clinical importance of these NOR associated proteins is rather uncertain but they have been observed for over a decade in chromosomal metaphase spreads and are best visualised using a silver colloid technique. They have previously been the province of cytogenetecists until modifications enabled a one step method to be applied to paraffin sections at 20°C without the previously troublesome background staining deposit." '3 The method has been used in the investigation of certain malignant tissues in man. Crocker and Nar applied the technique to non-Hodgkin's lymphomas and were able to distinguish high and low grade histological variants of non-Hodgkin's lymphomas.'°C rocker and Skilbeck then applied the method to melanocytic lesions of skin and found that naevocellular naevi and melanocarcinoma have significantly different mean numbers of NORs, the latter possessing many more NORs per nucelus than the former.'4 Egan et al subsequently applied the technique to small round cell tumours of childhood,'5 fibrous proliferations and low grade fibrosarcoma of childhood,'6 tumours of skin'7 and myoepithelial cells of breast,'8 and found mean numbers of NORs to be diagnostically useful. The prognostic importance of NORs is still to be determined, but it seems that in the case of Ewing's sarcoma of childhood, there is no prognostic importance.'9 Studies of the prognostic importance of NORs in rhabdomyosarcoma, lymphoma, and granulosa cell tumours are currently under way.
In the present study the classification used was simple and reproducible in our hands with minimal intra-or interobserver differences of classification. In contrast to the findings of Shimada, our smaller study group did not contain any focal nodular or well differentiated stroma rich groups, and there were proportionally slightly more stroma poor cases. There were, however, significant differences between the mean numbers ofNORs in the stroma rich and stroma poor neuroblastomas and a close correlation between NORs and MKI in stroma poor cases. The differences between stroma rich and stroma poor cases are such that a formal count is necessary, as pronounced differences between NOR numbers observed in other instances'0`56 were not present. Significance apart, presented with observer error of up to 5%, it is clear that NOR ranges ofstroma rich and stroma poor cases may overlap. This may limit the practical applications of ennumeration of NORs in this situation, and certainly the quickest method of differentiating between stroma rich and stroma poor subgroups is by light microscopy alone. With respect to the clinical importance of NORs in the stroma poor subgroup, studies using this classification'20 have shown stroma poor cases to have a worse prognosis than stroma rich cases. The prognosis of these stroma poor cases is inversely related to the MKI. In our study stroma rich cases had the least mean numbers of NORs and stroma poor cases with increasing MKI had increasingly more NORs, and it seems that mean numbers of NORs should be of prognostic importance. Our study did not indicate the favourable survival of stroma rich cases, and therefore any conclusion based solely on comparison of the studies must be drawn with caution. Our study did, however, show a negative correlation between mean numbers of NORs and survival. The rank correlation was -057 and the corresponding p value between 0.05 and 0.02. Small overall numbers and variable age, stage, and therapeutic regimens tend to obscure even a close relation, but p values of 0.05 or less are considered to be of clinical importance in biological systems. Thus a striking correlation between an established prognostic index (MKI) together with an observed trend toward increased survival with decreased mean numbers of NORs is evidence in support of the prognostic value ofNORs in neuroblastomas.
